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From: Paula Foot 
Sent: Saturday, November 16, 2013 10:01 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Smart Meter

Dear Commissioners, 
Today's news includes another threat from BC Hydro: 
In  on Thursday, BC Hydro visited a homeowner and told 
him that if he did not allow the smart meter to be installed that moment that they 
would cut his power.   
My own neighbour, recently widowed, has no strength left to protest her rights to chose, and no money to 
pay the extortion fees. 
We are getting letters of ultimatum and phone calls from people with a script who have only a pre-
programmed minimal understanding of the situation, and we are being harassed!   
Elderly and alone, some people are giving in to Hydro's tactics, and when you make your decision about 
fees I hope you will look at instructing Hydro to replace smart meters with analogue meters for all those 
who did not want a smart meter installed, and have been bullied or tricked into having one. 
You are our only hope to have the fees reduced to a level where anyone who 
wants to can opt out. This is REAL choice. Many on fixed income will be forced to 
accept a dangerous smart meter unless the fees are dropped. Bill Bennett has 
instructed the BCUC to not eliminate the fees, thus taking more power away from 
this, the only regulatory agency that is looking out for our welfare with BC Hydro 
and FortisBC. But the  BCUC does have the power  to set those fees and could 
drop the fees to  a symbolic $1 a year. . 
 
Please do all you can for those of us who want to keep our safe, sturdy, and cheap analogue meters without 
being charged for our wise, safe choice! 
SIncerley, 
P. Foot 
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